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PHOTOSHOP:
AIRBRUSHING

The Airbrush tool in Photoshop offers you all the

advantages of real-world airbrushes, plus layers, undo options and

a myriad of effects. Bill Fleming shows you how to use it.

PHOTOSHOP

ON THE CD

PHOTOSHOP IS PACKED with utilities that

make airbrushing simple.With the

Airbrush tool you have the flexibility of a

traditional airbrush combined with everything

digital painting has to offer.

Layers make light work of airbrushing.You can

paint each colour on a separate layer, and simply

modify Hue/Saturation to get the right colour

blend.You also have the facility to create masks

with the Selection and Path tools, and an array of

filters for modifying the appearance of your paint

as well as the texture, meaning you don’t have to

worry about special paints and nozzles for your

airbrush. Plus, there’s the option of using an

airbrush stylus and tablet, giving you real-world

control of your Airbrush tool and pressure-

sensitive spray volume.

Here we’ll create a car caricature that could be

used in a promotional campaign for a car show.

Using the above elements, we’ll illustrate how

reflective surfaces such as chrome and glass can

be generated with airbrush techniques.

➔

Tutorials similar to this one can be found in
our sister publication Computer Arts and
also on the website at
www.computersarts.co.uk

More tutorials of

this kind can be

found in our sister

publication

Computer Arts or on

the website at

www.computer

arts.co.uk

GOING
FURTHER
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WALKTHROUGH: Successful airbrushing

1Open CrazyCar.psd.This image represents a rough

sketch of the car caricature details. It’s only a

painting template, so we really don’t need any more than

this.We’ll be airbrushing the finer details.

2Add a new layer called Red, and then select the

body panels we want to be red by clicking the

Magic Wand tool on the Sketch layer. Fill the selection on

the Red layer with RGB 203, 64, 71.

3Our next step is to add depth to the body panels.

Creating a new layer named Highlights, then set the

size of the airbrush to 5 pixels and brush colour to RGB

White. Now we lightly trace a line along the door edge of

the panels to create a soft highlight. If you’re using a

mouse instead of a stylus you’ll need to set the pressure

of the brush to 20 per cent.

4 Repeat the same process to create highlights on the

radiator grille and remainder of the body panel.

Since we’re adding highlights we might as well move on

to the specular bloom that highlights the body panels.

5Add a new layer named Panel Highlights, then set

the size of the brush to 27 pixels. Next we paint

highlights as shown in the figure above.These highlights

help to simulate a metal surface. Now we’ll move on to

the tail light highlights.

6 To add depth to the tail lights, set the colour of the

brush to RGB 153, 40, 46, and the size to 13 pixels.

Paint a dark spot on the bottom side of the three tail

lights.This adds depth to the lights.

7 Since we have our darker red selected, we’ll move on

to adding darker highlights to the panels to raise

them. Along the back of the panels, draw some dark red

lines with a 5-pixel brush. At this point it would help to

deactivate the Sketch layer so we can see what we’re

doing.

8 Finish the tail lights by setting the brush colour to

RGB White and its size to 22 pixels, and then paint

highlights on the top edge of the tail lights, making sure

you saturate the top edge for a nice specular highlight.

We’ll also raise the petrol cap using the same technique

as we’re using on the body.To complete the body panels

we’ll need to add some moulded details.

9 Click on the Panel Highlights layer, then set the

brush size to 9 pixels. Now paint a line running up

the edge of the panel under the door. Set the colour of

the brush to RGB 153, 40, 46, and paint a dark red line

under the white highlight, creating a ridge. Set the brush

colour to RGB White and the size to 27 pixels, then paint

a broad highlight on the leading edge of the panel.

➔

➔

Mini CV:
Bill Fleming

■ World’s leading 3D
author with 5
international best-
sellers in 6 languages
■ Consultant to
leading studios such
as ILM, PDI, Pixar and
Disney.
■ Creator, writer and
director of the US
television/video
holiday specials 
Buster Christmas Wish,
Creepy Candy Caper,
and The Grin Reaper.
■ Creator, writer,
director and producer
of the animated
television series 
CG Toonz.
■ Creator and visual
effects supervisor of
the feature film
Underworld.
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LAYERS
When utilising airbrush techniques in Photoshop, layers become
your most valuable asset. With traditional airbrush techniques
you paint with paper masks that hide all but the detail you’re
creating. In Photoshop this technique is easily replicated by
creating masks on layers, either with the Lasso tool or by creating
complex shapes with paths.

LAYER BLENDS
One distinct advantage Photoshop offers over traditional airbrush
techniques is you can use layer blends to detail your images. You
can do more than paint over a template – you can blend the new
colours in a variety of ways that can really add to the impact of
the image, such as saturating hotspots with a Hard Light layer
blend. These things take infinitely more effort with traditional
techniques.

GRAPHICS TABLET
While painting in Photoshop is certainly possible with a mouse,
it’s far better to use a graphics tablet when trying to achieve
results that match up to a natural airbrush. If you really want to
get the most out of airbrushing in Photoshop, get your hands on
an airbrush stylus. This is more realistically shaped, and gives you
accurate feel and control.

TIPS

10Now we move on to the radiator grille, adding

depth to the panel using the same technique

as applied to the body panels. Paint a thin white line on

the leading edge of the panel, then a dark red line on the

trailing edge to lift it.

11 Fill the two centre rectangles with RGB Black.

Next, set the colour of the brush to RGB  White

and the brush size to 9 pixels, then paint thin highlights

along the top and bottom edge of our holes. Set the

brush colour to RGB 153, 40, 46, and paint dark lines

under the white highlights to create raised ridges.

12 Set the brush colour back to RGB white and

paint dense highlights on the right side of 

our highlights, with one dense highlight on the left side

of the middle ridge.These dense highlights represent the

specular saturation caused by the sunlight hitting a high

point on the ridges.

13 Finally we set the brush size to 27 pixels, then

paint soft, white specular highlights along the

underside of the grille panel and around the headlight

holes.The grille panel is now complete. Next we’ll take a

crack at creating the headlights – begin by making a

new layer called Headlights.

14 Select the headlight holes with the Magic

Wand, then fill them with RGB 161, 162,

182. Set the brush size to 8 pixels and its colour to RGB

White, then paint an irregular pattern of white highlights

on the headlights.These patterns represent the

distortion of the specularity on the rounded headlights.

15We need to create colour highlights, which

represent the environment reflected in the

headlights. Set the colour of the brush to RGB 187, 140,

72, then paint orange highlights along the edge of the

white highlights we just created.

16 To add depth to the reflections set the brush

colour to RGB Black, then paint darker

highlights along the outer edge of the headlights and a

few down the centre.

17 Finally, add a soft specular bloom on the outer

edge of the headlights by setting the colour of

the brush to RGB White and its size to 18 pixels, then

painting a spot on the outer edge of the headlight that

overlaps the grille panel.

18 To put the finishing touch on our body panels,

we zoom out to show the whole car, then set

the brush size to 34 pixels and paint a soft white spot

just in front of the tail lights to give it some specular

softness.With the red body panels now complete we’re

ready to tackle the bonnet and door.
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SAVE YOURSELF
It may sound obvious, but take care to save your Photoshop layers
every step of the way. When you’re creating a piece of art you’re
often feeling your way, so won’t necessarily know if you’ll need to
re-use any elements. It also means you can revisit a piece of work
at a much later date and recycle any useful layers.

GET OUTSIDE HELP
Don1t be afraid to make use of other people’s art, so long as it1s
copyright-free, of course. Beyond scanning in materials, you can
spend a lifetime downloading free material from the internet. By
using found elements carefully, or manipulating them beyond
recognition you can dispel any fear about the finished design not
bearing your own stamp.

SPECULARITY
One essential element to focus on when creating airbrushed
metals and glass is specularity. The key to achieving the right look
is to hit the high spots with a highly saturated white spot,
creating a specular bloom for realism. For surfaces like rubber and
plastic, a little blurred fractal noise will add texture to the
materials. It’s an easy trick, but the effect is very convincing.
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19Activate the Sketch layer. Using the Magic

Wand, select the bonnet and door panels and

then create a new layer called Bonnet and Door, filling it

with RGB 144, 132, 152. Now we’ll move on to creating

the metallic reflective highlights, which is the best part of

generating an airbrushed car.

20 Start by adding a new layer called Reflection,

then set the layer blend to Hard Light. Set the

brush size to 5 pixels and paint a squiggle line running

along the side of the door and body panel. Now set the

brush colour to RGB Black and paint a dark line

underneath the white line.

21 Beneath these lines paint a broader white

squiggle line, then outline it with thin black

lines.The distorted lines we are painting represent the

reflected horizon and sky zenith.

22Now, in between the thin and fat white lines,

draw some additional thin white lines, outlined

with thick black lines.We also add a few short white lines

under the thicker white one. Basically we’re just adding

some chaotic reflective highlights.

23Add a specular highlight to the lower door by

setting the brush colour to RGB White and the

brush size to 36 pixels, then painting a soft white spot on

the leading edge of the lower door panel.With the panel

now complete, we’ll move on to creating the softer

reflective highlights on the upper door.

24 Set the brush size to 21 pixels, then paint two

thick white lines that intersect just above the

squiggle reflection lines.This is the specular foundation

of our reflection. Now we’ll paint some thinner lines that

represent the reflected sky.

25 Change the brush size to 9 pixels and paint

some thin white lines over the petrol cap, then

two more thin lines that intersect just under the top

edge of the door. Finally, paint a few soft lines on the

leading edge of our thick white lines.

26Now we need to add the specular highlight to

the bonnet, by setting the brush size to 102

pixels and painting a wide light spot on the leading edge

of the bonnet, as well as on the lower edge.The next step

is adding depth to the panels.

27 To complete the bonnet and door panels we

use thin light and dark lines along the outer

edges to raise the panels, just as we did with the body

panels.These lines are added on the Panel Highlights

layer, lifting the bonnet and door off the image to give

them 3D depth. Our next detail to tackle will be the

window, starting with the frame. ➔
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28Activate the Sketch layer and select the

window frame elements with the Magic Wand.

Create a new layer named Window Frame and fill the

selection with RGB 116, 93, 109. Next we’ll add depth to

the window frame and rear view mirror.

29 Select the window frame elements with the

Magic Wand, then select the Reflection layer.

Set the brush colour to RGB Black and the brush size to 9

pixels, then add depth by painting dark edges along the

lower window frame, the leading edges of the door

handle, and the underside of the mirror.

30 Set the colour of the brush to RGB White, then

paint highlights on the high points of the door

handle, as well as a hard squiggle line along the top half

of the mirror. Finally, paint a light spot on the leading

edge of the door frame. Next we’ll add the reflection

details on the mirror.

31 Set the brush size to 4 pixels, then paint a thin

white line just under the thick squiggle line on

the mirror. Now paint two lighter, fatter white lines

directly underneath this one with a 7-pixel brush. Paint a

thin accent line on the leading edge of the mirror base,

and one running underneath it. Finally, set the brush

colour to RGB Black and paint dark lines underneath all

of the white lines to lift them.

32Now we can add depth to the window frame

using the same technique as we used on the

body panels. Paint a thin white line on the leading edge

of the window frame, and then a black line on the

trailing edge to lift the panel.To wrap up this tutorial

we’ll finally start creating the reflective glass of the car

door window.

33Add a new layer called Window, then select the

window element on the Sketch layer with the

Magic Wand. Fill the selection with a blend from RGB

171, 161, 188 to RGB 210, 226, 226, creating the base of

our sky reflection.

34 Create a selection with a wavy top edge

covering the lower half of the window. Fill it

with RGB White, then select the Eraser and lightly streak

the filled selection to create some chaos.

35Next, create a wavy selection on top of the

window, filling it with RGB 191, 204, 220. Select

the Airbrush tool with a brush size of 27 pixels and the

colour set to RGB White. Paint a soft line overlapping the

bottom edge of the blue streak.We can also soften the

leading edge of the window by blending the lower white

volume with the upper window, making a few stokes

with the airbrush.

36Now switch to the Highlights layer, and with

the airbrush set to RGB Black paint a dark line

under the blue streak and a few spots to create reflective

chaos. Using all these classic airbrush techniques, the rest

of the car can be completed. MF

In the folder
Tutorial\Pshopskills 
on your cover CD
you’ll find the source
sketch for the car 
we’re airbrushing in
this tutorial. It’s called
Crazycar.psd.Weove
also got a demo of
Adobe Photoshop 6.0
for you to use

On the CD

AIRBRUSHING MASTERCLASS
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